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there are about 30 different enemies to blast and blast to blast, with a total
of 90 stages to play through. the game will push you towards playing as

bomberman and max for the most part, but there's some incentive to play
as black bomber as well. getting to play as black bomber is not easy,

though. you can only play as black bomber in the first three stages, and you
only get the ability to play as him after you've beaten the game. that said,
you're not going to want to miss out on the chance to use his special move,
which allows him to blast through the ground. the game's soundtrack is also
quite catchy, and features tunes from the anime series that are quite well-
done. if you're a fan of the anime series or the series' gameplay, you'll be

disappointed in bomberman jetters. though it has plenty of charm, it's
nowhere near as ambitious as the franchise's anime and its gameplay is

even less polished than the game boy color series. the game features a few
of the same problems as the original: the inability to save progress, the

sluggish controls, and an emphasis on quantity over quality. still, the game
is a fun romp that just happens to be a few years older than its target

audience. you can definitely say that this is one of the better jetters games.
despite the poor game presentation, bomberman jetters is a solid

platformer that will keep you occupied for a long time, and its multiplayer
component is well worth the price of admission. bomberman jetters will

probably never be bomberman generation on gamecube, but it's a worthy
tribute to the series and will satisfy both longtime fans and new fans alike.
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and don't forget the bomberman. though he's never made a single
appearance in the show, he's played a major role in the game. the

bomberman is an ever-present character in the game, and is more than
likely to drop out of the sky at any moment. the bomberman also plays a

vital role in the story, as he not only can destroy a hige hige bandit's
bombs, but can also join bomberman in his fight against the bad guys.
the game is still a platformer, but unlike the original, it has dropped the
series' staple weapon upgrades and replaced them with a variety of new

items. the bomberman now carries a dash axe that allows him to leap
over enemies, and grab them before they can explode. the black bomber
can drop bombs to finish off enemies, and a jetter will come flying in to
replace any blown-up bombs, allowing you to continue to lay waste to

the opposition. other items like the bom-cannon and the drill runner are
included in the game, and the bom-cannon can shoot out a boom to pull
enemies into a trap, or fire a series of missiles to attack enemies from

afar. the game also features four main stages, each of which are divided
into sub-stages. the first stage features a standard bomberman

platformer, complete with dozens of enemies, bombs, and traps to
negotiate. the second stage features a puzzle-like section that requires

you to move specific blocks from one location to another. the third stage
comes with another puzzle-like stage, but with the same restrictions that
are only satisfied by choosing a specific path. the fourth stage is a boss

rush mode, in which you must move and blast through a huge number of
enemies to the finish line. enemies will fly at you in waves, and the
difficulty goes up as you move along the final stages. 5ec8ef588b
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